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Oneisall BM1 Pet Fur Care Vacuum Kit
The practical Oneisall BM1 pet fur care vacuum kit - your ally in maintaining the cleanliness and health of your pet's fur. Designed for
comfort  and  efficiency,  the  BM1  is  fast,  gentle,  and  extremely  efficient,  providing  comprehensive  care  for  small,  medium,  and  large
animals. Discover its key features that will make daily hygiene a pleasure.
 
Drying Length
The device offers adjustable drying temperature from 35°C to 65°C and a wind speed of 70cfm, allowing customization for the needs of
each pet. The BM1 dries animals in record time - small dogs dry in 10-15 minutes, medium-sized ones in 30-35 minutes, and large ones
in 40-60 minutes. This means less stress for the animal and time savings for you.
 
Practical Accessories
The Oneisall  BM1 vacuum cleaner  comes with  numerous  nozzle  attachments  that  make the job  much easier.  They are  equipped with
durable teeth that are perfectly suited for taking care of your pets' fur. It is also gentle on the animal's skin, ensuring safe and effective
fur removal.
 
Powerful Motor
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The motor used in the vacuum cleaner runs at 44,000 revolutions per minute, ensuring efficient operation, and the 2-liter tank does not
require frequent emptying.
 
Quiet Operation
The device's low noise level is the key to comfortable use. The Oneisall BM1 generates a noise level of 60dB, similar to the volume of a
conversation in a restaurant. Your pet will not be stressed by the loud operation of the device, making grooming easier.
 
Separate Blowing and Suction Systems
The unique BM1 system ensures that only fresh air  is  blown out.  This  prevents the spread of  fur  and allergens in the air,  maintaining
cleanliness in your home.
 
Kit Contents
Vacuum Cleaner x 1
Nozzle Attachments x 6
Flat Nozzle x 1
Round Nozzle x 1
Dust Bag x 1
Long Flat Nozzle x 1
Trimmer x 1
Grooming End x 1
Tube x 1
Fur Removal Roller x 1
Drying Nozzle x 1
Curved Brush for Grooming x 1
 
BrandOneisellModelBM1ColorWhiteTank  Capacity2  litersDryer35°C  -  65°CWind  Speed70cfmRevolutions  per  Minute44,000Air
Pressure15KPaWeightApproximately 2.3kgNoise Level60dB

Price:

€ 119.00

Smart Home, Intelligent animal devices
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